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Introduction
‘My nights from that moment were filled with dreams of places he would take me. I was
readying myself for flight.’ (p 26)
‘I will long remember my first view of that distant shore. Humble, rude, unadorned — despite
the loveliness of the setting. And yet ancient. So very old for a New World, while the Old World
of recent memory seemed so fresh and green — so young.’ (p 42)
Elizabeth Henrietta Macquarie (née Campbell) (1778–1835) arrived in Sydney Cove in 1810
with her husband, the newly appointed Governor of New South Wales, Major-General
Lachlan Macquarie CB (1761–1824), and spent the next twelve years as the wife of the last
‘autocratic’ leader of the colony, albeit an enlightened one. Some refer to Macquarie as ‘The
Father of Australia’ while others criticised his policies then and have critiqued his legacy later.
Both he and Elizabeth had dreams for this new world, and to transform those dreams into
reality they worked closely with Francis Greenway, the colony’s first architect, whose legacy is
still visible in Sydney today. Their dreams, though, also conflicted with the cultural beliefs
they encountered amongst Aboriginal people.
This imagined history of Elizabeth’s life reconstructs her story as a fictional memoir of her
recollections of these Antipodean experiences written at the family estate on the island of
Mull in Scotland, after Lachlan has died in ruin. Luke Slattery has used this woman’s life as the
framework of his narrative in order to examine significant national themes and also to tell a
poignant fictional love story.
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Plot Summary
Elizabeth and her husband, Governor Lachlan Macquarie, were driven by their ideals and
immediately set about addressing the dire conditions they discovered on arrival. They
embarked on an ambitious program of public works (including buildings and transport
networks) and identifying arable land in order to improve food supply. During their tenure,
the colony’s population increased more than threefold to just under 40,000 people. The
Macquaries also established the colony’s first bank, the Bank of New South Wales,
successfully stabilised the local currency (and also outlawed rum as currency) and encouraged
manufacturing. They believed that emancipists should be treated the same as free settlers
and employed convicts such as forger Francis Greenway, as the Colonial Architect; naval
mutineer Dr William Redfern, as the Colonial Surgeon; and petty thief Andrew Thompson, as
a Justice of the Peace and local magistrate. ‘Macquarie’s policy concerning the Aboriginals
was an expression of the same humanitarian conscience. He organised the Native Institution
(a school for Aboriginal children), a village at Elizabeth Bay for the Sydney tribe, an Aboriginal
farm at George’s Head and a sort of annual durbar for them at Parramatta. Orders of merit
and even an old general’s uniform were bestowed on deserving chiefs. The results of this
naive policy were not very encouraging and in 1816, when the natives showed signs of
ungrateful hostility, he organised a military drive to chasten them. But no other governor
since Phillip had shown them so much sympathy.’ (McLachlan 1967) The novel suggests that,
despite good intentions, Macquarie’s habit of presenting Aboriginal leaders with brass
breastplates revealed his lack of understanding of their beliefs or customs. Complaints about
the cost of his public works and his support for emancipists led to a British government
investigation, resulting in the Bigge Report (delivered by Commissioner John Bigge), which
was highly critical of his policies, and to him eventually resigning in 1821 and departing from
Australia in 1822. He died in London, a broken man, in 1824. Bigge recommended that no
governor should again be allowed to rule as an autocrat, and in 1824 the New South Wales
Legislative Council, Australia’s first legislative body, was appointed to advise future governors.
Macquarie was succeeded by Major-General Sir Thomas Brisbane.
But what of Elizabeth’s input into Lachlan’s tenure and her feelings about this time? This
novel reconstructs the historical record to imagine both.
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Before Reading
•

What did you know about Mrs Macquarie and her husband or any of their associates
prior to reading this book?
• What did you know about the establishment of the Colony of New South Wales or
the Aboriginal people who greeted the European arrivals?
While Reading
•
•
•

Take note of major themes or issues to discuss later.
Make a character chart listing the major and minor characters.
Trace a ‘character arc’ for one of the characters, noting changes in their personalities,
e.g. Francis Greenway.

After Reading
Activity:
What did you learn about the Macquaries from reading this book?
Activity:
Choose a major theme and analyse how it is presented in this novel, choosing
passages which relate to it.
Activity:
Which character would you like to have seen more of and why?
Activity:
What other title or cover might this book have had? Design your own cover.
Activity:
Re-read Chapters One and Two and you will find there, in Elizabeth’s conversations
with the boatman, hints about the conclusion of the novel.
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Style and Structure
Discussion Point: This novel is fashioned as if it is a non-fiction memoir. Some might
call it ‘faction’. Memoirs are written with specific intentions. Elizabeth writes: ‘My
hope is that when the storm is spent, the right words for Macquarie will be there, the
fine public words, lying like cherries on the grass after a gale: precious, if a little
imperfect. And true — as he was.’ (p 15) But later she also writes: ‘I am determined
that none of this shall be forgotten. And yet I am equally determined that some parts
of this story shall be known to me alone.’ (p 120) Discuss her intentions in relation to
this narrative and to the genre of memoir in general.

Discussion Point: This is also a romance: what tropes of that genre did you observe in
it?
Discussion Point: Letters play an important part in presenting other views of the
action, apart from Elizabeth’s. For example, Greenway writes to her explaining his
side of the situation, which resulted in Sanderson flogging him (pp 167–173). How do
these letters inform the narrative?
Discussion Point: Investigate the use of literary devices in this novel and how they are
used to enhance themes. For example, read these passages and discuss: ‘Columns of
sunlight … Queen for all time.’ (p 7) and ‘I finish my long night’s … birdsong.’ (p 292)
Activity: Symbolism and literary references enrich this novel as well. Read this
passage and research what it refers to: ‘He is Charon and he ferries me … rejoin the
living.’ (p 11)
Discussion Point: Descriptions of place are rich and visceral, e.g. the description of the
docks as they board The Dromedary to sail: ‘We left Portsmouth … at sea.’ (pp 31–3)
Analyse this passage.
Discussion Point: Elizabeth’s observation of parakeets and her first hearing a
kookaburra are gorgeously described in this page-length passage: ‘I wake … Highland
whisky.’ (p 60) Examine techniques employed, such as similes with weaponry, e.g.
‘the speed of a musket shot’ or ‘beak like a dart’. Later in the novel military similes
are used to describe a marriage: ‘I have come to understand how a marriage … could
offer.’ (p 182) Discuss this passage, as well.
Discussion Point: Acerbic wit and humour pepper Elizabeth’s memoirs, too, e.g.
‘Although the thought did occur to me that he might have a tendency to bore.’ (p 30)
What did you find particularly amusing in this novel?
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Themes
• Utopian Ideals
‘“It is reputed to be another Eden,” he said with an air of conviction. “Nature at her purest.
Here then is your adventure.”’ (p 28)
‘“There is a great cause underway at Sydney Cove. You consider it a jail; I say it as an
experiment, perhaps the greatest endeavour of our age. If criminals can be made into good
citizens, why, society itself can be reinvented.”’ (p 28)
Discussion Point: Both Lachlan and Elizabeth Macquarie had dreams that the penal colony at
Sydney Cove might represent a new world in which men and women would be free to create
a new life. How much did they achieve and in what sense did they fail to achieve their
dreams? What obstacles did they encounter?
Discussion Point: ‘Equality for my husband was not an abstract thing; it was a fine street
flanked by parks and gardens open to all, a school for the poor — particularly the poor
natives. A grammar school for girls. A second chance … He had a heart.’ (p 55) Many of their
buildings were also impressive edifices — monuments to their ‘grand project’, e.g. the
‘stables’ building Macquarie had built was then used for and continues to house the Sydney
Conservatorium of Music. Research the legacy that the Macquaries left in terms of
infrastructure, such as buildings, transport systems and institutions.
Discussion Point: They were not alone in these ideals. The famous British literary fiction writer
Charles Dickens also harboured dreams of a ‘distant paradise’ (Hirst 2008) to which the poor
might emigrate and start new lives and he actually sent two of his sons to Australia. Research
the emigration of free citizens to the colony as well as its convict history.
Discussion Point: ‘Emancipists’ (former convicts) and their views were not well liked in the
colony by so-called ‘Exclusives’ (free settlers). Simmering anger boils over when Captain
Edward Sanderson savagely flogs Greenway in retaliation for what his fellow soldiers view as
Macquarie’s favourable treatment of an ex-convict. Why were some people so against
convicts being treated equally?

• Colonialism and Colonialists
‘It is remarkable how swiftly the colonials, like men on the fields of battle inured to the rain of
bullets, had adapted to the perils round them.’ (p 52)
Discussion Point: The British government transported convicts to the colony with no
consideration of the fact that it was clearly already inhabited. Territorial expansion, such as
the road across the Blue Mountains (p 186), similarly denied the fact that Aboriginal people,
particularly of the Gundungurra and Darug tribes, had made their home in the Mountains for
centuries. Colonial ambition laid claim to lands rather than acknowledging prior ownership;
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many believed that ‘uncivilised natives’ had no real right to the land and that Britain could
claim it as its own. Imperialist or colonialist power was founded on such attitudes.
Discussion Point: Read excerpts from diaries by travellers and explorers, such as David Collins,
Watkin Tench, James Cook, Joseph Banks and Matthew Flinders, to gain some insight into the
feelings of early explorers and settlers in this time.
Activity: Research the lives of some of the early figures mentioned in the book, such as
merchants and traders Robert Campbell, Mary Reibey and Simeon Lord, Government printer
George Howe, Captain John Piper, pastoralist John Macarthur and his wife Elizabeth
Macarthur, poet William Massey Robinson, artist Jospeh Lycett, judge Barron Field,
Commissioner John Bigge, surgeon William Redfern, ministers Reverend Johnson and
Reverend Marsden, and Acting Lieutenant-Governor Joseph Foveaux.
Discussion Point: ‘While I spent my hours aboard the Dromedary reading about the New
World, it seems the Architect was dreaming of the Old.’ (p 104) Greenway’s plans for the city
of Sydney which so delight both Lachlan and Elizabeth Macquarie derive from European
models (pp 73–5); his plan to build a pagoda on the island of Nobbys is equally grandiose and
yet another example of colonialist ‘hubris’. Artists at the time, such as Joseph Lycett, also
painted the landscape in distinctly European images, and explorers such as Arago were wont
to inflate the charms of the landscape in classical terms (pp 231–2). What other aspects of
early settlement were founded on inappropriate European models?
Discussion Point: The brutal way servants (and wives) were often treated on this new frontier
is evinced by the Scottish land-holder, Ogilvy, who hosts a visit from the Governor and
entourage (pp 94–5). Life for convict servants must often have been a living hell rather than
the freedom they were promised.
Discussion Point: Rivalry between the French, British and Dutch were further incentives to
establish such colonial outposts. What did you learn about the nature of the competition
between Britain and France from Freycinet’s visit?
Discussion Point: Another aspect of colonial rule was the habit of naming things after British
people of note. Macquarie himself put his own personal stamp on many public buildings and
sites such as Lake Macquarie, Macquarie Pass, Mount Macquarie, the Lachlan and Macquarie
Rivers, and Fort Macquarie. He named Hyde Park in Sydney after the same park in London.
Happily, early officials also named some sites in acknowledgment of Aboriginal people, such
as Bennelong Point, reminding us today of the original inhabitants of the land. Examine a map
of Sydney and you’ll find a range of names that reveal this complex history.
Activity: Read Luke Slattery’s The First Dismissal (2014), a non-fiction account of the events he
re-imagines in this novel.
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Activity: Research colonial history by reading non-fiction, and fiction such as Richard
Flanagan’s Gould’s Book of Fish: A Novel in Twelve Fish (2001), and by searching online sites.
Students may also enjoy Michael Sedunary and Bern Emmerichs’ picture book The Startling
Story of Lachlan Macquarie: Founding Father or Failure? (2017) [See List of References
below.]
• Models of Leadership
‘A rule of leniency is no kind of rule at all.’ (p 86)
Discussion Point: Macquarie regales his fiancée, Elizabeth, with grim tales of war (p 27) and is
unaware of their gruesome impact. His style of leadership is founded on military ideals and
so, despite his liberal views, his ideas of discipline are strict and even brutal.
Discussion Point: Macquarie’s troubles with the British government stemmed from his
independent approach to his role. He saw himself not so much as a government emissary but
rather as a benign but autocratic leader.
Discussion Point: What other aspects of Macquarie’s leadership style did you notice?
• Women’s Rights and Independence
‘It is my duty to follow him in this instant, without delay.’ (p 131)
Discussion Point: Elizabeth felt constrained by her upbringing and found a role model in her
independent French teacher, Miss Fullerton (pp 16–7). Her family had expectations of their
youngest child: ‘I fell into the role of maid to mistresses who were my one flesh and blood. I
believe I developed, at an early age, a powerful instinct towards flight.’ (p 17) How much was
her marriage an effort to escape such bonds?
Activity: Compare this work to other recent novels that relate women’s views of historical
narratives, e.g. Melissa Ashley’s The Birdman’s Wife (2016). [See Bibliography.]
• Indigenous History and Culture
‘“My people — first mob.” He knocked his chest with a clenched first. “You” — the hand was
held flat now and thrust towards the audience — “second mob. You come late.”’ (p 44)
Discussion Point: Bungaree’s role in this society is ambivalent. He remains with his people but
is invited to attend dinner at Government House and dresses in a curious mixture of handme-down clothing from his British ‘benefactors’. He speaks English extremely well and is a
talented mimic. He is a renowned sailor and warrior. Elizabeth’s conversation with him after
he is ‘gifted’ prime land at George’s Head in thanks to his people for saving Greenway’s life,
and given his own breastplate, reveals the mutual lack of understanding between the two
cultures (pp 149–52). Research his fate.
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Discussion Point: Compare Bungaroo’s fate to that of Bennelong, who is mentioned in this
text by Ensign Brody: ‘He has retired from the life he lived as an ambassador for his people
and friend to ours. A great pity.’ (p 65)
Discussion Point: Elizabeth Macquarie has seen the tribal paintings in the cave beneath Mrs
Macquarie’s Chair (which was designed and carved for her by Greenway). Bungaree has told
her that this place is called Yurong and holds special importance for his people. Many
educational textbooks fail to mention that such evidence of the sophistication of Indigenous
culture was clearly visible to these early settlers, and yet ignored.
Discussion Point: Macquarie attends a tribal gathering and presents the leaders with
breastplates. But Elizabeth expresses her uneasiness about this ceremony: ‘To think that
loyalty can be purchased for such a pittance. Can it?’ (p 99)
Discussion Point: Frontier violence and massacres are recorded in the incident with Wallah
(Warren) and his tribesmen, including women and children, being driven over a cliff in Appin
(p 158). Read accounts of such violence collected by historians such as Inga Clendinnen and
Henry Reynolds, and then discuss the fact that some historians continue to deny that such
events occurred. Read novels which re-imagine the Indigenous response to white invasion,
such as Kim Scott’s That Deadman Dance (2012) or Kate Grenville’s trilogy beginning with The
Secret River (2005).
Discussion Point: Elizabeth announces, at the dinner to welcome Commissioner Bigge, the
need to compensate the natives for their land: ‘“Do the natives possess it? Can they unroll a
title deed? No. But it matters naught — they inhabit it. I should think the noblest course of
action would be to offer some generous terms to the natives. We are wealthier than they,
and yet all we give them are trinkets.”’ (pp 277–8) Despite her comments being so wellmeaning, how might Bungaree have felt to hear her say that ‘we are wealthier than they’? Is
she correct?
Discussion Point: Indigenous knowledge of the land extended to bush foods and remedies like
those which Cora Gooseberry applies to Greenway’s injuries after his flogging. Research
Aboriginal agricultural knowledge in texts such as Bruce Pascoe’s Dark Emu: Black Seeds:
Agriculture or Accident? (2014)
Love of Nature and the Destruction of Landscape in Australia
‘“But we must keep the memory of Banks alive. We are custodians of a rare and wonderful
land. It is fantastical … It is faery-like.”’ (p 124–5)
Discussion Point: The novel is, in part, a eulogy to the beauty of landscape and its loss.
Everywhere in this new world there is beauty, but also traces of what has already been
destroyed. When Elizabeth travels to Parramatta she admires the magnificent eucalypts and
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laments that so many forests closer to Sydney have disappeared: ‘Most of the large stands
near the settlement were felled in the early years for building materials or, worse still,
firewood.’ (p 93) What other aspects of the landscape are celebrated or mourned in this
novel?
Discussion Point: Elizabeth’s love of her home in the wild Hebrides is another chord in this
lament. For much of her appreciation of this new world is driven by her love of ‘wild places’.
Discussion Point: One of the facets of this expansion into ‘new lands’ was the destruction of
wildlife and of landscape. This is symbolised in the ominous scene on the docks (pp 32–3)
when the young soldier wantonly shoots a majestic cormorant for sport as the Dromedary is
about to embark for foreign shores.
Discussion Point: One of the things the Macquaries discover on arrival is the polluted Tank
Stream (which had been a prime source of water when the First Fleet arrived). This shows
how quickly a human settlement can destroy the natural resources on which the residents
most rely. Discuss in relation to the on-going degradation of the Australian landscape as
suburbs spread, and industries (such as coal mining and Liquid Natural Gas drilling) threaten
water supplies, agricultural production and natural wonders such as the Great Barrier Reef.
• Love and Sexuality
‘The Governor shares my bed. But I have begun to wonder if the Architect does not share my
mind.’ (p 131)
Discussion Point: The novel suggests that Elizabeth enjoys romantic and sexual love with her
husband. ‘I was drawn to him, as he seemed to know I would be.’ (p 24) What indications in
the novel were there that their marriage was founded on love, social need, shared ideals,
sexual attraction or a combination of all four?
Discussion Point: Later, however, she comes to desire Francis Greenway and her trysts with
him seem to be driven by romantic ardour and also intellectual interests. His letter (pp 80–1)
sets the tone for the romance. What does he offer her that Lachlan doesn’t?
•

Values

Activity: Choose a character and list the values evinced by their behaviour, e.g. Elizabeth’s
preference for simplicity and solitude in nature: ‘I had a favourite place — what solitary child
doesn’t. It was a perfect little stone bridge thrown over a rill.’ (p 18) OR the boatman’s
kindness to Elizabeth at the beginning of the narrative.
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Responding
Read and discuss the following quotes and record the theme related to it
Quote

Theme

‘I loathed the very thought of stillness and torpor and desired above all things an
adventure.’ (p 19)
‘That morning his grey eyes shone like metal. There was charisma in that fiery conviction;
perhaps a touch of madness, too. But then we follow the mad. Follow them to war. Follow
them to victory or defeat. Follow them to new lives in strange worlds.’ (p 29)
‘India had hardened him. At the same time it had softened — perhaps the better word is
sensitised — him. He had endured the loss of Jane Jarvis, had taken life, and seen life
taken. He was in his forty-fourth year. He wanted to make his mark with something other
than a sabre or a musket.’ (p 27)
‘Our Convict Ark, by perpetuating all that is sorry and base, seemed to mock the words of
Genesis. But perhaps it was, in its own way, a worthy addition to the Biblical theme of
redemption — of renewal.’ (p 40)
‘— it’s best to disbelieve most of what a man says about his past, because it was never
true, and all he says about his future, because it will never be.’ (p 63)
‘… my thoughts drift to the absent Bungaree. He has become a ferryman, threading his
way between two cultures, in neither one entirely at home. I wonder if I am not becoming,
in my own way, a little like him — divided, distanced. unsettled.’ (p 100)
‘“Imagination is the child of desire is it not,” he says, removing his riding coat and giving it
a shake. “Rarely does it conjure what is unwanted.”’ (p 178)
‘What rules do we obey in our fight with the natives?’ (p 221)
‘The tree’s shape reminds him, he says, of the Vesuvian ash cloud described by Pliny.
There is something about this generation of men. The architect has it too — the
classicising disease.’ (p 233)
‘Never believe what a man tells you about his past. It is doubly true of a man telling you of
a declared enemy’s past.’ (p 251).
‘“They would not ordinarily of course, kill a white man — even a bushranger — in
retaliation for the loss of a sheep. But they see the natives as little more than pests.”’ (p
264)
‘“America was founded by men and women in whom the fire of faith burned brightly.
Sydney Cove was settled by sinners. From which of the two New Worlds will the better
world grow? I sometimes wonder.”’ (p 277)
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Comprehension and Debating Questions
•

How do any of the themes explored in this novel relate to the challenges confronted
by the current Australian government?

•

Were Macquarie’s ideals about building a new world in this penal colony realistic?
How true is the statement that he was ‘The Father of Australia’?

•

Debate the arguments put forward by Lachlan and Elizabeth in this passage: ‘“Already
the convicts show signs of reform,” he continued … “Might not the offspring inherit
the worst of the parents’ qualities?” I asked. “Lawlessness on the one hand,
wantonness on the other.”’ (p 29)

•

Were Macquarie’s policies humanitarian or brutal? Use quotes to support your
answer.

•

In this imagined future for Elizabeth and Greenway, how might their lives have
developed?

Suggested Tasks for Assessment
•
•
•
•

•

Write a letter as if penned by Ensign Brody to Mrs Macquarie, after she had returned
home.
Create a book trailer for this work.
Choose an issue raised in this novel and research it, e.g. the treatment of Aboriginal
people in the early colony.
Locate artworks painted in colonial times by visiting ‘The Lachlan and Elizabeth
Macquarie Archive (LEMA) Project’, Macquarie University Library
<https://www.mq.edu.au/macquarie-archive/lema/about.html> What do they reveal
about the times, and about the artists?
Locate and examine portraits of Lachlan and Elizabeth Macquarie in archives, such as
TROVE <https://trove.nla.gov.au/> What do they reveal about their personalities?
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